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Masonry Wall (Brick or Block)
Modular Units
Timber Frames 
Steel Frames
Concrete Frames
SFS
Internal and External

Mechanically Fixed Brick Slip Cladding System 
 

CMS40 MF SLIP  

Real Brick Real Cladding

CMS40 MF Slip mechanically fixed brick cladding is a 
revolutionary facade system that fuses traditional 
brickwork facades to the latest advanced rain screen 
cladding systems.

Aluminium horizontal support rails 
(3000mm or 6000mm)

Pointing Mortar (10mm)

Brick Slip (22mm)

Non-Combustible
MF Slip system uses class A-1 rated 
aluminium to EN 13501-1. 

Less Maintanence
Utilitising brick slips, any damaged
slips can be easily replaced, without expensive
remedial costs.
Reduced Weight Loadings
Our brick cladding system is up to 60% 
lighter than traditional masonry.

Improved Thermal Performance
When used in conjuction with insulation products,
CMS40 MF Slip can help contribute to the target 
U-value for your building.
Improved Aesthetics
Designed and engineered to be one of the most 
flexible systems on the market, we can offer a wide 
range of brick colours and textures.

Gravitiy Defying Designs
CMS40 mechanically fixed brick facade system
is suitable for any building height.

Application

MF Slip provides lightweight brick cladding which 
can be used on a variety of substrates. CMS40 MF 
Slip system is suitable for new builds, existing 
structures, internal and external use. The substrate 
must be checked to ensure that it is suitable to 
support the envisaged systems weight.

Our dedicated technical team will assist you with your 
projects and provide the specification. Generic detail 
drawing is provided in pdf and AutoCAD forms.

Breather Membrane should be applied to the substrate 
surface as per manufactures recommendations.

Step 1 – Design and Setting out

Step 2– Application of Breather Membrane

Place each of the Aluminium Fortis support brackets with 
their thermal isolator in their specified location. Securely 
fix the Aluminium support brackets to the substrate, using 
the specified primary fixing. 

Step 3– Bracket Support

Vertical rails are to be secured between the support 
brackets using self drilled screws. Centres are  dependant 
on design. Install stone wool insulation between the rails.

Step 4– Installation of Vertical Rail

Horizontal rails are to be installed at intervals depending 
on the design and then secured to the back of the vertical 
rails by fitting that are provided.

Step 5– Horizontal Rails

Seperate each brick using the provided brick spacer to 
create a vertical joint and that acts as the backing for the 
mortar. Slot brick slips into place, guided by the horizontal 
rails.

Step 6– Brick Slip Installation

Apply Terrabond T-Point pointing mortar using a pointing 
gun, between all 10mm joints.

Step 7– Applying Pointing Mortar



Masonry Wall (Brick or Block)
Modular Units
Timber Frames 
Steel Frames
Concrete Frames
SFS
Internal and External

CP Board Brick Slip Cladding Support System 
 

CMS30 CP BOARD  

Cladmate CMS30 is available with a standard range of 
brick slips. CMS30 system uses A1 rated Aluminium 
Brackets & Rails, which can be teamed  with mineral 
wool insulation to the depth and density you require.

 A1/A2 rated Cement Particle Board is then attached to 
the Brackets and Rails to form a fire rated 
substructure. Adhesive is then applied to Cement 
Particle Board, in order to stick individual brick slips. 
The systems also comes with brick spacers, to ensure 
even spacing. The brick facade is then ready to be 
pointed using pointing mortar.

Aluminium horizontal support rails 
(3000mm or 6000mm)

Pointing Mortar (10mm)

Brick Slip (22mm)

Non-Combustible
CMS30 uses A1 & A2 fire rated aluminium and cement
particle board. 

Fully Certified

Durable
CMS30 utilises time tested clay brick slips know for
their durability. 

Improved Thermal Performance
When teamed with Terrawool Rainclad stone wool
insulation, CMS30 can help to achieve your desired
overall thermal performance.
Improved Aesthetics
CMS30 can be used with all types of brick slips 
including imperial and linear.

Ease Of Installation
The system is easy to install and does not require
previous cladding installation experience. 

Application
CMS30 CP brick cladding system is a rainscreen 
facade solution for small to medium sized projects. 
Utilising technology otherwise used for our high end 
system, but easy enough to use for first time and 
experienced fitters alike. All buildings up to 18m in 
height benefit from our A1/A2 fire rated materials, 
bringing peace of mind to architects and planners.

Our dedicated technical team will assist you with your 
project and provide the specification. Generic detail 
drawings are provided in pdf and AutoCAD forms.

Breather Membrane should be applied to the  substrate 
surface as per manufactures recommendations.

Step 1 – Design and Setting out

Step 2– Application of Breather Membrane

Place each of the Aluminium Fortis support brackets and 
the thermal isolator in their specified locations. Securely 
fix the Aluminium support brackets to the substrate, using 
the specified primary fixing. 

Step 3– Bracket Support

Vertical rails to be secured between the support brackets 
using self drill screws. Centres are dependant on design. 
Install stone wool insulation between the rails.

Step 4– Installation of Vertical Rail

Apply Cladmate CM Primer adhesion promoting primer on 
installed CP Board.

Step 5– Apply Cladmate CM Primer

Apply Cladmate CM Adhesive before laying the brick slips.
Step 6– Apply Cladmate CM Adhesive

Apply  pointing mortar using pointing gun, between all 
10mm joints.

Step 7– Applying Pointing Mortar

CMS30 uses BBA approved cement particle board,
along with CWCT certified aluminium support 
structures. Warranties are offered.



Non-combustible, A1 Fire Rated non-ventilated cladding 
system

Suitable for new builds, existing buildings and 
re-cladding

WALLCLAD can be used on substrates such as 
brickwork, dense/light block, timber frame and SFS

Cladmate Metal Sheet is lightweight for easy 
installation and can be used with any metric brick slips.

Eliminates wet trades by using MS Polymer based 
adhesive

Thermal efficiency reduceces energy consumption and 
improves comfort

MSP-950 Bond

Lightweight galvanised metal sheet
suitable to use with any metric brick slips 

High performance A1 Fire Rated, natural, 
non-combustible dense stone wool insulation 

Cladmate Metal Sheet
MS Polymer based, single component, elastic, 
hybrid construction sealand adhesive

Wallclad is suitable for any metric natural clay 
brick slips. For our full product range please visit  

CMS50 WALLCLAD

CMS50 Insulated Brick Slip Cladding System is a unique combination of stone wool and brick slip system, enabling you to use real clay brick 

slips to create an insulated brick facade. This is an alternative solution for traditional brick construction, which is easy to apply and has 

many advantages over similar systems on the market. CMS50 Wallclad is a stone wool based solid wall insulation and has been designed to 

suit just about any substrate including blockwork and timber framed buildings. It is suitable for buildings up to 18m in height and combines 

chemical and mechanical fixings for added strength and durability. 

CMS50 Wallclad is a user-friendly system with less components which are extremely durable. The stone wool insulation comes in a variety of 

sizes, this enhances the thermal efficiency of your project. It provides high protection of the building`s structure by retaining heat to keep 

your building warmer in winter and cooler in summer. The specially designed Cladmate Metal Sheets allow you to apply brick slips easily to 

your building with the  desired colours and finishes. 

Insulated Brick Slip Cladding System



Showroom

Unit 1 Mirravale Estate

Selinas Lane, Dagenham RM8 1YY

Head Office

3 Bedlam Mews

Lambeth, London SE11 6DF

E a s y  W a y s  T o  O r d e r

C L A D M A T E  is a major supplier of complete through rain-
screen cladding support systems. We are a market leader in 
providing innovative products and solutions. We supply a wide 
range of systems and offer a solution for all structural applica-
tions, from timber to steel frame, high to low rise, internal and 
external  walls.

020 3949 8826
orders@cladmate.co.uk
shop.cladmate.co.uk

cladmate_uk




